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displacement in the twenty first century is urbanized the united nations refugee agency unhcr the world s largest humanitarian
organization and the main body charged with assisting displaced people globally estimates that over 60 per cent of refugees now
live in urban areas a proportion that only increases in the case of internally displaced people and asylum seekers though cities
and local authorities have become essential participants in the protection of refugees only three decades ago they were considered
to sit firmly beyond unhcr s remit with urban refugees typically characterized as aberrations in the urbanization of forced
displacement neil james wilson crawford examines the organization s response to the growing number of refugees migrating to urban
areas introducing a broader study of policy making in international organizations crawford addresses how and why unhcr changed its
policy and practice in response to shifting trends in displacement citing over 400 primary un documents crawford provides an in
depth study of the internal and external pressures faced by unhcr pressures from above below and within that explain why it has
radically transformed its position from the 1990s onward unhcr and global refugee policies have come to play an increasingly
important role in the governance of global displacement the urbanization of forced displacement sheds new light on how the
organization works and how it conceives its role in global politics today as debates about migrants and refugees reverberate
around the world this book offers an important first hand account of how migration is being approached at the highest levels of
international governance whereas refugees have long been protected by international law migrants have been treated differently
with no international consensus definition and no one international migration system this all changed in september 2016 when the
193 members of the united nations unanimously adopted the new york declaration on refugees and migrants laying the groundwork for
the creation of governance frameworks for migrants and refugees worldwide this book provides a fly on the wall analysis of the
opportunities and challenges of the two new global compacts on refugees and migration as governments international ngos
multilateral institutions and other actors develop and negotiate them looking beyond the compacts the book considers migration
governance over time and asks the bigger questions of what the international community can do on the one hand to affirm and
strengthen safe orderly and regular migration to help drive economic growth and prosperity whilst on the other hand responding to
the problems caused by increasing numbers of refugees and irregular migrants this highly engaging and informative account will be
of interest to policy makers academics and students concerned with global migration and refugee governance the rise and decline of
a global security actor investigates the rise of the united nations high commissioner for refugees unhcr as a global security
actor it follows the refugee agency through some of the past two decades major conflict induced humanitarian emergencies in
northern iraq 1991 bosnia 1991 95 eastern zaire 1994 96 kosovo 1998 99 afghanistan 2001 and iraq 2003 it analyses unhcr s
momentous transformation from a small timid legal protection agency to the world s foremost humanitarian actor playing a central
role in the international response to the many wars of the tumultuous last decade of the 20th century then as the 21st century set
in the agency s political prominence waned it remains a major humanitarian actor whose budgets and staffing levels continue to
rise but the polarised post 9 11 period and a worsening protection climate for refugees and asylum seekers spurred unhcr to
abandon its claim to be a global security actor and return to a more modest quietly diplomatic role the rise of unhcr as a global
security actor is placed within the context of the dramatic shift in perceptions of national and international security after the
end of the cold war the cold war superpower struggle encouraged a narrow strategic military understanding of security in the more
fluid and unpredictable post cold war environment a range of new issues were introduced to states security agendas prominent among
these were the perceived threats posed by refugees and asylum seekers to international security state stability and societal
cohesion this book investigates unhcr s response to this new international environment adopting adapting and finally abandoning a
security discourse on the refugee problem drawing together the work of leading researchers from various disciplines and
backgrounds this illuminating research handbook contributes to a revitalised understanding of migration governance it introduces
novel debates regarding how actors and institutions shape significant migration dynamics this book focuses on the socio political
problems that emanate from western states harsh deterrence policies in their responses to refugee crises using australia s own
policy as a lens it examines the ways in which isolated and separatist reactions not only deny protection and basic human rights
for asylum seekers but also do nothing to address structurally enduring push factors reflecting on a range of interconnected
issues in migration research and asylum policy this book draws on multidisciplinary insights and a mixed methodology to critically
examine current assumptions underlying refugee policies both in australia and internationally this book describes the worrying
scenario that reflects the urgency and importance of dealing with the situation of environmental migrants especially considering
that the environmental migration crisis is already greater than the migratory crisis due to war refugees the first major problem
in this environmental context is that there is no specific rule in international law to address this issue in the face of this
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problem far from exhausting all possible solutions on the theme this book intended to plant a seed of reflection based on an
analysis of the current legal and political context and outlining the possible paths to follow new living conditions demand a
paradigm shift in the human lifestyle changing thoughts and attitudes at the individual and group level as reflected in national
and international policies it begins with the notion of conscience and interdependence it begins above all with the notion of
empathy and solidarity understanding that tomorrow it may be one of us that needs this help that we are denying today offering
nuanced insights into violence humanitarian protection gender relations and coping of refugees in a ugandan refugee camp this book
shows how risks prevail for refugees despite and partly due to their settlement in the camp and the system established to protect
them and hones in on the strategies used by people to protect themselves based on a systematic and empirical comparative study of
six european union countries christel querton explores judicial decision making in the context of persons fleeing armed conflicts
in the eu addressing and redressing misconceptions about the relevance of the refugee convention this book demonstrates how
appellate authorities across the eu approach situations of armed conflict predominantly through outdated understandings of warfare
and territoriality thus they apply a higher standard of proof than is warranted by international refugee law adopting a gender
perspective querton also shows how appellate authorities fail to acknowledge the gender differentiated impact of armed conflicts
drawing from gender and security studies this book proposes an original conceptual framework which supported by existing
international legal standards reframes the definition of refugee and better reflects the reality of violence in modern day
conflicts in doing so it re asserts the refugee convention as the cornerstone of international protection our world is facing an
enormous and unprecedented challenge the migration crisis affects nearly eighty million people and represents a humanitarian
catastrophe how can we ignore the suffering of men women and children who are forcibly displaced worldwide the book changing
stories helps the reader to reflect on the migration crisis from a biblical perspective it evaluates refugee ministry ongoing
initiatives among the world s most vulnerable people additionally it analyzes the refugee ministry that the arsenal hill
presbyterian church is developing with refugees from syria iraq the congo and vietnam the analysis uses as a framework the best
practices for christian ministry among forcibly displaced people document proposed by the refugee highway partnership rhp
throughout the book the author answers the following questions how complex is the current migration crisis what does the scripture
say about displaced people what are some of the available tools for a refugee ministry how does a refugee ministry look in a local
church what are some of the best practices for a refugee ministry the book tells many stories of refugees from different
backgrounds which will help you hear voices representing hundreds of thousands of refugees who go unheard with contributions from
world renowned scholars this book tackles recent universal subject matter and ties it to key contemporary issues including
globalisation and sustainability that are related to international migration and its impacts there is a humanitarian disaster
unfolding before our eyes a global tragedy that affects men women and children we are referring to the largest humanitarian crisis
of our generation which has shaped our world and produced over 100 million people forcibly displaced globally amid such a
challenging scenario the global church is called to consider some unavoidable questions such as how can christians respond to the
current migration crisis what are some resources available to christians to help them transform this tragic reality what are some
strategic approaches for bringing hope to asylum seekers and refugees in this book jairo de oliveira deals with these and many
other related questions based on his interactions with the fur a muslim people group from darfur sudan living as asylum seekers
and refugees in jordan in the middle east after providing a thorough historical background and cultural analysis of fur the author
commends a contextualization model and fruitful practices that emerged from his study of the people hope for the afflicted serves
as a manual and practical guide for those who feel called to engage the current migration crisis by proclaiming the hope of the
gospel and discipling asylum seekers and refugees worldwide migration has contributed to the society we live in today and as such
it is part of our shared history both the causes and the consequences are multifaceted and complicated while many people leave
their homes as a result of conflict or poverty others move under conditions of peace political stability and development a large
share of international migrants originated from rural areas this is an important part of the structural transformation of an
economy and is an important part of the structural transformation of an economy examining the complex interlinkages of migration
with agriculture this report examines the existing literature and provides evidence from both developed and developing countries
focusing on why people from rural areas decide to migrate it explores the drivers of migration both international and internal and
aims to deepen our understanding of the interlinkages with agriculture food security and rural development this report assesses
the impact of migration on countries of origin and destination focusing on rural areas and the agricultural sector it discusses
how agricultural and social policies can address challenges and capitalize on opportunities created by migration trends janet
mancini billson provides extended interviews with russian bhutanese rohingya and kurdish refugees and the resettlement workers who
smooth their transition into canada in order to paint a complex picture of creating a new life in a new land refugee pathways to
freedom escaping persecution and statelessness shows how the agonies of losing one s home and leaving loved ones behind are
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coupled with the dangers of escaping into unknown territory and that those who make the journey to freedom know that the dream of
a safe and secure future is fraught with risks and disappointment she argues that refugees and refugee agencies bring powerful
ideas for revamping an overwhelmed global system that freezes victims of persecution in years of political and emotional limbo she
examines how shrinking refugee flows by addressing root causes of displacement is critical but so is speeding up selection
processes to reduce despair and lost years she further posits that drastically limiting time in refugee camps would prevent
counterproductive education and work gaps and that reducing language barriers to employment ensures well being and successful
integration revision of author s thesis doctoral princeton university 2014 titled selective sovereignty foreign policy ethnic
identity and the politics of asylum communities around the world face challenges in how to assist the influx of refugees and
immigrants who arrive with only the clothes on their backs they may have health problems and have experienced violence and trauma
before they arrived in their new communities they require healthcare housing education jobs financial material support and
childcare to name a few some arrive with families but often children and youth arrive unaccompanied and are in need of special
care even well intentioned and resource rich communities may find themselves taxed as they struggle to help everyone in need this
book is framed by a human rights approach and highlights how social structures and institutional processes impact the lives of
refugee and asylum seeking children social institutions around the world tend to experience a similar type of challenge in serving
this population these challenges are examined in this book as recommendations for actions provided the authored contributions
present different perspectives on processes interactions policies practices and laws embedded in a variety of institutions and
community social interactions it is a reference for researchers practitioners and students in its presentation of academic and
practitioner approaches to challenges faced by refugee children in different geographic and social contexts topics in this book
include work on the character of transnational migrant families and communities uses of new information and communication
technologies international frameworks of humanitarian assistance social inclusion best practices in the integration of migrant
children and unaccompanied minors and models to provide multidisciplinary services on prevention integration and rehabilitation
integration strategies concepts of aces adverse childhood experiences and hopes healthy outcomes from positive experiences are
explored along with lifelong learning as a catalyst for the sustained promotion of safe communities in the context of migration
and individual refugee needs and their family s future wellbeing towards service to refugees that work for the individual in the
new world order conflicts between countries are increasing fluctuations in the economy and imbalances in the distribution of
scarce resources to developing countries can result in wars the effect of the recent covid 19 pandemic and economic crisis has
caused changes in the strategies and policies of countries technological changes and developments have also triggered cyber wars
despite this many countries prefer to fight on the field the damage to the international economy of wars which kills civilians and
causes serious damage to developing countries is a current issue the handbook of research on war policies strategies and cyber
wars examines the factors that lead to war and the damages caused by war strategies and policies it is a guide for future
generations to develop constructive policies and strategies for living in a peaceful world covering topics such as geopolitical
consequences civil liberty and terrorism this major reference work is a dynamic resource for policymakers strategists government
officials politicians sociologists students and educators of higher education librarians researchers and academicians at the
moment over 65 million people are forcibly displaced from their homes the reasons for movement range from extreme weather
conditions and environmental disasters to war civil and political crises to the need for basic economic survival amongst these 65
million people are those that have been forced to leave a country that is no longer willing or able to offer protection and those
who are displaced within their own country s borders in order to improve conditions for displaced people all over the globe we
need to look at the reason behind their move as this defines their migration status under international law in its turn the
migration status affects the requirements of other countries to grant asylum and the individual s right to protection and support
the definition of migration status and its implications has created tension in the public debate on refugees for decades and is
today more relevant than ever in the health of refugees public health perspectives from crisis to settlement the challenges and
vulnerabilities created from this debate are addressed by public health policy makers clinical practitioners and researchers an
analysis of public health international law the history of migration and the media s role in refugee health it is a comprehensive
and critical work with a strong message in favour of international and interdisciplinary cooperation with a focus on what
international obligations entail when it comes to refugees and migrants the authors present a reinforced take on our collective
responsibility to leave no one behind the health of refugees public health perspectives from crisis to settlement traces the
health repercussions on individuals and populations from the moment of forced mass movement due to conflict and other disasters
through to the process of resettlement in other countries these issues are addressed within the context of other global public
health priorities and are part of the book s critical analysis not only of the particular vulnerabilities created by mobility but
also how these interact and intersect with existing considerations across gender and age in health systems and international law
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with a wider geographical area and case studies from all over the globe as a basis for the studies presented this is a fully
updated edition with new material discussing the current political landscape a truly multidisciplinary book the health of refugees
is ideal for public health practitioners researchers and postgraduate students it is also an important work for those involved in
non governmental organisations international aid and international development furthermore it provides a critical background for
clinicians mental health workers and policymakers from health welfare and migration how should we think about immigration and what
policies should democratic societies pursue sarah song offers a political theory of immigration that takes seriously both the
claims of receiving countries and the claims of prospective migrants what is required she argues is not a policy of open or closed
borders but open doors who helps in situations of forced displacement how and why do they get involved in helping familiar
strangers louise olliff focuses on one type of humanitarian group refugee diaspora organizations rdos to explore the complicated
impulses practices and relationships between these activists and the familiar strangers they try to help by documenting findings
from ethnographic research and interviews with resettled and displaced persons rdo representatives and humanitarian professionals
in australia switzerland thailand and indonesia olliff reveals that former refugees are actively involved in helping people in
situations of forced displacement and that individuals with lived experience of forced displacement have valuable knowledge skills
and networks that can be drawn on in times of humanitarian crisis we live in a world where humanitarians have varying motivations
capacities and ways of helping those in need and helping familiar strangers confirms that rdos and similar groups are an important
part of the tapestry of care that people turn to when seeking protection far from home how are refugee crises solved this has
become an urgent question as global displacement rates continue to climb and refugee situations now persist for years if not
decades the resolution of displacement and the conflicts that force refugees from their homes is often explained as a top down
process led and controlled by governments and international organizations this book takes a different approach through
contributions from scholars working in politics anthropology law sociology and philosophy and a wide range of case studies it
explores the diverse ways in which refugees themselves interpret create and pursue solutions to their plight it investigates the
empirical and normative significance of refugees engagement as agents in these processes and their implications for research
policy and practice this book speaks both to academic debates and to the broader community of peacebuilding humanitarian and human
rights scholars concerned with the nature and dynamics of agency in contentious political contexts and identifies insights that
can inform policy and practice this contemporary research agenda examines the threats to stability and sustainability presented by
economically motivated crime and misconduct featuring contributions from distinguished experts in the field of criminal law and
justice this book proposes avenues for future research into the legal frameworks designed to prevent and manage economic crime and
corruption to understand the ethics of immigration we need to start from the way it is enacted and understood by everyday actors
through practices of hospitality and hostility drawing on feminist and poststructuralist understandings of ethics and hospitality
this book offers a new approach to immigration ethics by exploring state and societal responses to immigration from the global
north and south rather than treating ethics as a determinable code for how we ought to behave toward strangers it explores
hospitality as a relational ethics an ethics without moralism that aims to understand and possibly transform the way people
already do embrace and deflect obligations and responsibilities to each other building from specific examples in colombia turkey
and tanzania as well as the eu us and uk hospitality is developed as a structural and emotional practice of drawing and redrawing
boundaries of inside and outside belonging and non belonging it thereby actively creates a society as a communal space with a
particular ethos from a welcoming home to a racialised hostile environment hospitality is therefore treated as a critical mode of
reflecting on how we create a we and relate to others through entangled histories of colonialism displacement friendship and
exploitation only through such a reflective understanding can we seek to transform immigration practices to better reflect the
real and aspirational ethos of a society instead of simple answers removing borders or creating global migration regimes the book
argues for grounded negotiations that build from existing local capacities to respond to immigration terrorism and asylum edited
by james c simeon thoroughly analyses terrorism s use in forced displacement to limit access to asylum and to exclude persons from
refugee protection while offering practical alternative solutions for advancing human rights and dignity for everyone syrians
crossing the mediterranean in ramshackle boats bound for europe sudanese refugees their belongings on their backs fleeing overland
into neighboring countries children separated from their parents at the us mexico border these are the images that the global
refugee crisis conjures to many in the news we often see photos of people in transit suffering untold deprivations in desperate
bids to escape their countries and find safety but behind these images there is a second crisis a crisis of arrival refugees in
the 21st century have only three real options urban slums squalid refugee camps or dangerous journeys to seek asylum and none
provide genuine refuge in no refuge political philosopher serena parekh calls this the second refugee crisis the crisis of the
millions of people who having fled their homes are stuck for decades in the dehumanizing and hopeless limbo of refugees camps and
informal urban spaces most of which are in the global south ninety nine percent of these refugees are never resettled in other
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countries their suffering only begins when they leave their war torn homes as parekh urgently argues by drawing from numerous
first person accounts conditions in many refugee camps and urban slums are so bleak that to make people live in them for prolonged
periods of time is to deny them human dignity it s no wonder that refugees increasingly risk their lives to seek asylum directly
in the west drawing from extensive first hand accounts of life as a refugee with nowhere to go parekh argues that we need a moral
response to these crises one that assumes the humanity of refugees in addition to the challenges that states have when they accept
refugees only once we grasp that the global refugee crisis has these two dimensions the asylum crisis for western states and the
crisis for refugees who cannot find refuge can we reckon with a response proportionate to the complexities we face countries and
citizens have a moral obligation to address the structures that unjustly prevent refugees from accessing the minimum conditions of
human dignity as parekh shows there are ways we as citizens can respond to the global refugee crisis and indeed we are morally
obligated to do so looking at refugee protection in latin america this landmark edited collection assesses what the region has
achieved in recent years it analyses latin america s main documents in refugee protection evaluates the particular aspects of
different regimes and reviews their emergence development and effect to develop understanding of refugee protection in the region
drawing from multidisciplinary texts from both leading academics and practitioners this comprehensive innovative and highly
topical book adopts an analytical framework to understand and improve latin america s protection of refugees international social
work issues strategies and programs second edition draws together the practice wisdom emerging within the broad scope of
international social work practice and its role in contributing to the international community s efforts in combating the major
global social problems of poverty conflict and postconflict reconstruction the development of countries and disadvantaged
populations migration and displacement and the needs of specific populations such as child soldiers and aids orphans utilizing an
integrated perspectives approach incorporating global human rights ecological and social development perspectives the
international social work 2e is designed to prepare social workers human services professionals development practitioners who
desire to play significant roles in responding to modern global challenges that are critical to the well being of people
communities nations and ultimately of us all this collection tackles the problems surrounding international migration raising the
question of the reasons for and consequences of being a migrant in the 21st century some of the issues it focuses on include
migrant identities integration voting behavior citizenship and child health encountered in europe and turkey the book also
provides psychological economic and micro level analysis together with social and judicial perspectives in a global world where in
some places frontiers are constructed and in others efforts are made to deconstruct them the book will appeal to sociologists
historians political scientists and academics working on regional migration studies it contributes to the endeavor to understand
the global parameters on migration and potential solutions for a boundless global community at a time when global debates about
the movement of people have never been more heated this book provides readers with an accessible student friendly guide to the
subject of forced migration readers of this book will learn who forced migrants are where they are and why international
protection is critical in a world of increasingly restrictive legislation and policy the book outlines key definitions ideas
concepts points for discussion theories and case studies of the various forms of forced migration in addition to this technical
grounding the book also signposts further reading and provides handy key thinker boxes to summarise the work of the field s most
influential academics drawing on decades of experience both in the classroom and in the field this book invites readers to
question how labels and definitions are used in legal policy and practice responses and to engage in a richer understanding of the
lives and realities of forced migrants on the ground perfect for undergraduate and postgraduate teaching in courses related to
migration and diaspora studies introducing forced migration will also be valuable to policy makers practitioners journalists
volunteers and aid workers working with refugees the internally displaced and those who have experienced trafficking resettled
refugees in america face a land of daunting obstacles where small things one person one encounter can make all the difference in
getting ahead or falling behind fleeing war and violence many refugees dream that moving to the united states will be like going
to heaven instead they enter a deeply unequal american society often at the bottom through the lived experiences of families
resettled from the democratic republic of the congo blair sackett and annette lareau reveal how a daunting obstacle course of
agencies and services can drastically alter refugees experiences building a new life in america in these stories of struggle and
hope as one volunteer said you see the american story for some families minor mistakes create catastrophes food stamps cut off
educational opportunities missed benefits lost other families with the help of volunteers and social supports escape these traps
and take steps toward reaching their dreams engaging and eye opening we thought it would be heaven brings readers into the daily
lives of congolese refugees and offers guidance for how activists workers and policymakers can help refugee families thrive what
is education for an unknowable future in educating for durable solutions christine monaghan explores how refugees and policymakers
have answered this question over time by reconstructing the contemporary history of education in kenya s dadaab and kakuma refugee
camps through oral histories and archival research monaghan shows how since the founding of both camps in 1991 refugees and
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policymakers have conceptualized developed implemented and changed refugee education programs she also shows why and how despite
these changes real challenges persist in refugee education in dadaab kakuma and other camps throughout the world these include
high numbers of out of school children and youth high student to teacher ratios unpredictable funding and persistent questions
regarding what refugee education is for the author shifts focus from debates over the impacts of specific policies and programs
and explores instead how and why different policies and programs were implemented whether they led to meaningful changes in the
long standing challenges of refugee education she finds that when and where real changes occurred individuals or small groups of
refugees and policymakers acted with tremendous agency and as tireless advocates this guidance provides a clear and practical
introduction to the challenges faced in working in situations of forced displacement and provides guidance to donor staff seeking
to mainstream responses to forced displacement into development planning and co operation zusammenfassung this edited volume
examines the adolescent period across multiple cultural settings and in a range of contemporary contexts e g rural vs urban
political unrest war rapid globalization it employs a multi disciplinary lens while addressing traditional issues e g identity
development and recently emergent ones e g social media it contains four main sections 1 adolescence and families in contexts with
rapidly shifting societies norms 2 adolescence and families in the context of socio political crisis and upheaval 3 adolescence
and families in the context of individual stress and strain and 4 adolescent identity development in the family and in transition
to adulthood contributors to this volume are leading scholars from a range of disciplines e g anthropology psychology family
science and thus explore adolescence from multiple perspectives cross cutting themes include how the broader socio ecological
background and ecocultural niche shape various dimensions of adolescence how the role of the family is redefined in these various
contexts and circumstances and how adolescent resilience and family strengths are formed across a broad range of settings
throughout this volume highlights the continued centrality of family in the development and well being of adolescents across the
globe this is an essential resource for practitioners and researchers who treat and study adolescents the story of three
courageous syrian women entrepreneurs uplifting the za atari refugee camp and of the global refugee entrepreneurship phenomenon
they represent a significant portion of this book s proceeds is contributed to support refugee entrepreneurs in za atari and
around the world challenging the misconceptions of the united nations promoting a greater understanding one blog at a time by
michael c curtin m a a compilation of michael c curtin s m a blog posts over a ten year period challenging the misconceptions of
the united nations seeks to alter the negative narrative surrounding the united nations not only does curtin address present day
issues but he paints a picture of the post world war ii time period when delegates at a san francisco conference came together to
form what we now call the united nations while looking into the past progress the un has made curtin examines the current stigma
against it and how its dismantlement as some in the current us political climate would like to see could dramatically affect the
welfare of millions worldwide curtin s message is powerful and addresses the importance of the world the un assists especially in
light of the covid 19 pandemic and to many vulnerable populations across the globe while some would have us believe the un is an
outdated institution with a global pandemic climate change global economic inequalities taking place in our current era and
refugees fleeing the violence of war the united nations holds an even greater necessity now to the millions around the world who
depend on their aid this volume elucidates and explores the interrelationships and direct causal connection between serious
international crimes serious breaches to fundamental human rights and gross affronts to human dignity that lead to mass forced
migration forced migration most often occurs in the context of protracted armed conflict of a noninternational nature where
terrorism fierce fighting deep animosity tit for tat retaliation and rapid dominance doctrine all lead to the commission of
atrocity crimes accordingly this volume makes a valuable contribution to the literature and to the cause of trying to resolve mass
forced displacement at its root cause to explore the course that it takes and how it might be prevented the collection comprises
original research by leading legal scholars and jurists focusing on the three central themes of serious international crimes human
rights and forced migration the work also includes a foreword from sir howard morrison qc former president of the appeals division
of the international criminal court the book will be a valuable resource for students academics researchers and policymakers
working in the areas of international law migration human rights and international criminal law africa is commonly regarded as a
continent on the move in scholarly observation and mass media reportage movement is seen primarily in the direction of europe yet
the public debate is characterized by two misconceptions the first is that high population growth in africa would almost
automatically trigger higher international migration to the neighbouring european continent there is even talk of a rush to europe
the second frequently encountered misconception is that migration and flight in and from africa is primarily a result of poverty
violent conflicts and environmental degradation both are misconceptions that cannot be reconciled with the facts at hand this
volume explores the various challenges faced by migrant unaccompanied children using a clinical sociological approach and a global
perspective it applies a human rights and comparative framework to examine the reception of unaccompanied children in european
north american south american asian and african countries some of the important issues the volume discusses are access of
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displaced unaccompanied children to justice across borders and juridical contexts voluntary guardianship for unaccompanied
children the diverse but complementary needs of unaccompanied children in care which if left unaddressed can have serious
implications on their social integration in the host societies and the detention of migrant children as analyzed against the most
recent european and international human rights law standards this is a one of a kind volume bringing together perspectives from
child rights policy chairs across the world on a global issue the contributions reflect the authors diverse cultural contexts and
academic and professional backgrounds and hence this volume synthesizes theory with practice through rich firsthand experiences
along with theoretical discussions it is addressed not only to academics and professionals working on and with migrant children
but also to a wider discerning public interested in a better understanding of the rights of unaccompanied children considering
both changes and continuities this book examines how why and along which lines egypt s external alignments under the al sisi
regime emerged and developed egypt s foreign relations have changed substantially since the current regime took power in 2013 to
assess this the author develops and applies a unique analytical approach the model of two staged alignment formation in the first
stage domestic threats to the egyptian regime s survival determined specific needs the regime tried to meet by approaching
external partners in the second stage characteristics of the global and regional environments defined opportunities and
constraints and therefore the regime s options and logical choices in sum the interplay of developments on the domestic regional
and global levels resulted in a diversification of egypt s external alignments with china and russia joining the eu and the us as
egypt s main global partners and saudi arabia and the united arab emirates emerging as the regime s prime regional partners
explaining the emerging alignment patterns from 2013 until 2017 this book aids understanding of the complexity of alignment
formation and of egyptian external relations in that critical period of time this book will be of high interest to researchers and
students working on egyptian foreign relations on relations between states and on regional dynamics in the west asia and north
africa wana region it is also valuable for practitioners because it helps to understand an issue of high relevance for foreign
policy making a thoughtful carefully argued and morally persuasive case for doing more financial times part call to arms part
collection of stories including his own it is a powerful invitation to care about refugees to see them as humans just like you or
me who desperately need our help red we are in the midst of a global refugee crisis sixty five million people are fleeing for
their lives the choices are urgent not just for them but for all of us what can we possibly do to help with compassion and clarity
david miliband shows why we should care and how we can make a difference he takes us from war zones in the middle east to the
heart of europe to explain the crisis and show what can be done not just by governments with the power to change policy but by
citizens with the urge to change lives his innovative and practical call to action shows that the crisis need not overwhelm us
miliband says this is a fight to uphold the best of human nature in the face of rhetoric and policy that humour the worst he
defends the international order built by western leaders out of the ashes of the second world war but says now is the time for
reform describing his family story as the son of refugees and drawing revealing lessons from his life in politics david miliband
shows that if we fail refugees then we betray our own history values and interests the message is simple rescue refugees and we
rescue ourselves
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The Urbanization of Forced Displacement 2022-01-31

displacement in the twenty first century is urbanized the united nations refugee agency unhcr the world s largest humanitarian
organization and the main body charged with assisting displaced people globally estimates that over 60 per cent of refugees now
live in urban areas a proportion that only increases in the case of internally displaced people and asylum seekers though cities
and local authorities have become essential participants in the protection of refugees only three decades ago they were considered
to sit firmly beyond unhcr s remit with urban refugees typically characterized as aberrations in the urbanization of forced
displacement neil james wilson crawford examines the organization s response to the growing number of refugees migrating to urban
areas introducing a broader study of policy making in international organizations crawford addresses how and why unhcr changed its
policy and practice in response to shifting trends in displacement citing over 400 primary un documents crawford provides an in
depth study of the internal and external pressures faced by unhcr pressures from above below and within that explain why it has
radically transformed its position from the 1990s onward unhcr and global refugee policies have come to play an increasingly
important role in the governance of global displacement the urbanization of forced displacement sheds new light on how the
organization works and how it conceives its role in global politics today

The Global Refugee Crisis 2016-04-01

as debates about migrants and refugees reverberate around the world this book offers an important first hand account of how
migration is being approached at the highest levels of international governance whereas refugees have long been protected by
international law migrants have been treated differently with no international consensus definition and no one international
migration system this all changed in september 2016 when the 193 members of the united nations unanimously adopted the new york
declaration on refugees and migrants laying the groundwork for the creation of governance frameworks for migrants and refugees
worldwide this book provides a fly on the wall analysis of the opportunities and challenges of the two new global compacts on
refugees and migration as governments international ngos multilateral institutions and other actors develop and negotiate them
looking beyond the compacts the book considers migration governance over time and asks the bigger questions of what the
international community can do on the one hand to affirm and strengthen safe orderly and regular migration to help drive economic
growth and prosperity whilst on the other hand responding to the problems caused by increasing numbers of refugees and irregular
migrants this highly engaging and informative account will be of interest to policy makers academics and students concerned with
global migration and refugee governance

Refugees, Migration and Global Governance 2019-07-05

the rise and decline of a global security actor investigates the rise of the united nations high commissioner for refugees unhcr
as a global security actor it follows the refugee agency through some of the past two decades major conflict induced humanitarian
emergencies in northern iraq 1991 bosnia 1991 95 eastern zaire 1994 96 kosovo 1998 99 afghanistan 2001 and iraq 2003 it analyses
unhcr s momentous transformation from a small timid legal protection agency to the world s foremost humanitarian actor playing a
central role in the international response to the many wars of the tumultuous last decade of the 20th century then as the 21st
century set in the agency s political prominence waned it remains a major humanitarian actor whose budgets and staffing levels
continue to rise but the polarised post 9 11 period and a worsening protection climate for refugees and asylum seekers spurred
unhcr to abandon its claim to be a global security actor and return to a more modest quietly diplomatic role the rise of unhcr as
a global security actor is placed within the context of the dramatic shift in perceptions of national and international security
after the end of the cold war the cold war superpower struggle encouraged a narrow strategic military understanding of security in
the more fluid and unpredictable post cold war environment a range of new issues were introduced to states security agendas
prominent among these were the perceived threats posed by refugees and asylum seekers to international security state stability
and societal cohesion this book investigates unhcr s response to this new international environment adopting adapting and finally
abandoning a security discourse on the refugee problem
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The Rise and Decline of a Global Security Actor 2014-02-20

drawing together the work of leading researchers from various disciplines and backgrounds this illuminating research handbook
contributes to a revitalised understanding of migration governance it introduces novel debates regarding how actors and
institutions shape significant migration dynamics

Research Handbook on the Institutions of Global Migration Governance 2023-07-01

this book focuses on the socio political problems that emanate from western states harsh deterrence policies in their responses to
refugee crises using australia s own policy as a lens it examines the ways in which isolated and separatist reactions not only
deny protection and basic human rights for asylum seekers but also do nothing to address structurally enduring push factors
reflecting on a range of interconnected issues in migration research and asylum policy this book draws on multidisciplinary
insights and a mixed methodology to critically examine current assumptions underlying refugee policies both in australia and
internationally

The Global Politics of Forced Migration 2023-09-21

this book describes the worrying scenario that reflects the urgency and importance of dealing with the situation of environmental
migrants especially considering that the environmental migration crisis is already greater than the migratory crisis due to war
refugees the first major problem in this environmental context is that there is no specific rule in international law to address
this issue in the face of this problem far from exhausting all possible solutions on the theme this book intended to plant a seed
of reflection based on an analysis of the current legal and political context and outlining the possible paths to follow new
living conditions demand a paradigm shift in the human lifestyle changing thoughts and attitudes at the individual and group level
as reflected in national and international policies it begins with the notion of conscience and interdependence it begins above
all with the notion of empathy and solidarity understanding that tomorrow it may be one of us that needs this help that we are
denying today

Legal Protection for environmental migrants: current challenges and Ways Forward
2018-12-12

offering nuanced insights into violence humanitarian protection gender relations and coping of refugees in a ugandan refugee camp
this book shows how risks prevail for refugees despite and partly due to their settlement in the camp and the system established
to protect them and hones in on the strategies used by people to protect themselves

Difficult Life in a Refugee Camp 2021-07-22

based on a systematic and empirical comparative study of six european union countries christel querton explores judicial decision
making in the context of persons fleeing armed conflicts in the eu addressing and redressing misconceptions about the relevance of
the refugee convention this book demonstrates how appellate authorities across the eu approach situations of armed conflict
predominantly through outdated understandings of warfare and territoriality thus they apply a higher standard of proof than is
warranted by international refugee law adopting a gender perspective querton also shows how appellate authorities fail to
acknowledge the gender differentiated impact of armed conflicts drawing from gender and security studies this book proposes an
original conceptual framework which supported by existing international legal standards reframes the definition of refugee and
better reflects the reality of violence in modern day conflicts in doing so it re asserts the refugee convention as the
cornerstone of international protection
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Conflict Refugees 2023-08-10

our world is facing an enormous and unprecedented challenge the migration crisis affects nearly eighty million people and
represents a humanitarian catastrophe how can we ignore the suffering of men women and children who are forcibly displaced
worldwide the book changing stories helps the reader to reflect on the migration crisis from a biblical perspective it evaluates
refugee ministry ongoing initiatives among the world s most vulnerable people additionally it analyzes the refugee ministry that
the arsenal hill presbyterian church is developing with refugees from syria iraq the congo and vietnam the analysis uses as a
framework the best practices for christian ministry among forcibly displaced people document proposed by the refugee highway
partnership rhp throughout the book the author answers the following questions how complex is the current migration crisis what
does the scripture say about displaced people what are some of the available tools for a refugee ministry how does a refugee
ministry look in a local church what are some of the best practices for a refugee ministry the book tells many stories of refugees
from different backgrounds which will help you hear voices representing hundreds of thousands of refugees who go unheard

Changing Stories 2020-10-21

with contributions from world renowned scholars this book tackles recent universal subject matter and ties it to key contemporary
issues including globalisation and sustainability that are related to international migration and its impacts

International Migration, COVID-19, and Environmental Sustainability 2023-08-14

there is a humanitarian disaster unfolding before our eyes a global tragedy that affects men women and children we are referring
to the largest humanitarian crisis of our generation which has shaped our world and produced over 100 million people forcibly
displaced globally amid such a challenging scenario the global church is called to consider some unavoidable questions such as how
can christians respond to the current migration crisis what are some resources available to christians to help them transform this
tragic reality what are some strategic approaches for bringing hope to asylum seekers and refugees in this book jairo de oliveira
deals with these and many other related questions based on his interactions with the fur a muslim people group from darfur sudan
living as asylum seekers and refugees in jordan in the middle east after providing a thorough historical background and cultural
analysis of fur the author commends a contextualization model and fruitful practices that emerged from his study of the people
hope for the afflicted serves as a manual and practical guide for those who feel called to engage the current migration crisis by
proclaiming the hope of the gospel and discipling asylum seekers and refugees worldwide

Hope for the Afflicted 2023-06-29

migration has contributed to the society we live in today and as such it is part of our shared history both the causes and the
consequences are multifaceted and complicated while many people leave their homes as a result of conflict or poverty others move
under conditions of peace political stability and development a large share of international migrants originated from rural areas
this is an important part of the structural transformation of an economy and is an important part of the structural transformation
of an economy examining the complex interlinkages of migration with agriculture this report examines the existing literature and
provides evidence from both developed and developing countries focusing on why people from rural areas decide to migrate it
explores the drivers of migration both international and internal and aims to deepen our understanding of the interlinkages with
agriculture food security and rural development this report assesses the impact of migration on countries of origin and
destination focusing on rural areas and the agricultural sector it discusses how agricultural and social policies can address
challenges and capitalize on opportunities created by migration trends

The linkages between migration, agriculture, food security and rural development 2018

janet mancini billson provides extended interviews with russian bhutanese rohingya and kurdish refugees and the resettlement
workers who smooth their transition into canada in order to paint a complex picture of creating a new life in a new land refugee
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pathways to freedom escaping persecution and statelessness shows how the agonies of losing one s home and leaving loved ones
behind are coupled with the dangers of escaping into unknown territory and that those who make the journey to freedom know that
the dream of a safe and secure future is fraught with risks and disappointment she argues that refugees and refugee agencies bring
powerful ideas for revamping an overwhelmed global system that freezes victims of persecution in years of political and emotional
limbo she examines how shrinking refugee flows by addressing root causes of displacement is critical but so is speeding up
selection processes to reduce despair and lost years she further posits that drastically limiting time in refugee camps would
prevent counterproductive education and work gaps and that reducing language barriers to employment ensures well being and
successful integration

Refugee Pathways to Freedom 2024-03-18

revision of author s thesis doctoral princeton university 2014 titled selective sovereignty foreign policy ethnic identity and the
politics of asylum

Discrimination and Delegation 2021

communities around the world face challenges in how to assist the influx of refugees and immigrants who arrive with only the
clothes on their backs they may have health problems and have experienced violence and trauma before they arrived in their new
communities they require healthcare housing education jobs financial material support and childcare to name a few some arrive with
families but often children and youth arrive unaccompanied and are in need of special care even well intentioned and resource rich
communities may find themselves taxed as they struggle to help everyone in need this book is framed by a human rights approach and
highlights how social structures and institutional processes impact the lives of refugee and asylum seeking children social
institutions around the world tend to experience a similar type of challenge in serving this population these challenges are
examined in this book as recommendations for actions provided the authored contributions present different perspectives on
processes interactions policies practices and laws embedded in a variety of institutions and community social interactions it is a
reference for researchers practitioners and students in its presentation of academic and practitioner approaches to challenges
faced by refugee children in different geographic and social contexts topics in this book include work on the character of
transnational migrant families and communities uses of new information and communication technologies international frameworks of
humanitarian assistance social inclusion best practices in the integration of migrant children and unaccompanied minors and models
to provide multidisciplinary services on prevention integration and rehabilitation integration strategies concepts of aces adverse
childhood experiences and hopes healthy outcomes from positive experiences are explored along with lifelong learning as a catalyst
for the sustained promotion of safe communities in the context of migration and individual refugee needs and their family s future
wellbeing towards service to refugees that work for the individual

Community Structures and Processes on Lives of Refugee Children 2023-09-12

in the new world order conflicts between countries are increasing fluctuations in the economy and imbalances in the distribution
of scarce resources to developing countries can result in wars the effect of the recent covid 19 pandemic and economic crisis has
caused changes in the strategies and policies of countries technological changes and developments have also triggered cyber wars
despite this many countries prefer to fight on the field the damage to the international economy of wars which kills civilians and
causes serious damage to developing countries is a current issue the handbook of research on war policies strategies and cyber
wars examines the factors that lead to war and the damages caused by war strategies and policies it is a guide for future
generations to develop constructive policies and strategies for living in a peaceful world covering topics such as geopolitical
consequences civil liberty and terrorism this major reference work is a dynamic resource for policymakers strategists government
officials politicians sociologists students and educators of higher education librarians researchers and academicians
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Handbook of Research on War Policies, Strategies, and Cyber Wars 2023-05-05

at the moment over 65 million people are forcibly displaced from their homes the reasons for movement range from extreme weather
conditions and environmental disasters to war civil and political crises to the need for basic economic survival amongst these 65
million people are those that have been forced to leave a country that is no longer willing or able to offer protection and those
who are displaced within their own country s borders in order to improve conditions for displaced people all over the globe we
need to look at the reason behind their move as this defines their migration status under international law in its turn the
migration status affects the requirements of other countries to grant asylum and the individual s right to protection and support
the definition of migration status and its implications has created tension in the public debate on refugees for decades and is
today more relevant than ever in the health of refugees public health perspectives from crisis to settlement the challenges and
vulnerabilities created from this debate are addressed by public health policy makers clinical practitioners and researchers an
analysis of public health international law the history of migration and the media s role in refugee health it is a comprehensive
and critical work with a strong message in favour of international and interdisciplinary cooperation with a focus on what
international obligations entail when it comes to refugees and migrants the authors present a reinforced take on our collective
responsibility to leave no one behind the health of refugees public health perspectives from crisis to settlement traces the
health repercussions on individuals and populations from the moment of forced mass movement due to conflict and other disasters
through to the process of resettlement in other countries these issues are addressed within the context of other global public
health priorities and are part of the book s critical analysis not only of the particular vulnerabilities created by mobility but
also how these interact and intersect with existing considerations across gender and age in health systems and international law
with a wider geographical area and case studies from all over the globe as a basis for the studies presented this is a fully
updated edition with new material discussing the current political landscape a truly multidisciplinary book the health of refugees
is ideal for public health practitioners researchers and postgraduate students it is also an important work for those involved in
non governmental organisations international aid and international development furthermore it provides a critical background for
clinicians mental health workers and policymakers from health welfare and migration

The Health of Refugees 2019-01-03

how should we think about immigration and what policies should democratic societies pursue sarah song offers a political theory of
immigration that takes seriously both the claims of receiving countries and the claims of prospective migrants what is required
she argues is not a policy of open or closed borders but open doors

Immigration and Democracy 2019

who helps in situations of forced displacement how and why do they get involved in helping familiar strangers louise olliff
focuses on one type of humanitarian group refugee diaspora organizations rdos to explore the complicated impulses practices and
relationships between these activists and the familiar strangers they try to help by documenting findings from ethnographic
research and interviews with resettled and displaced persons rdo representatives and humanitarian professionals in australia
switzerland thailand and indonesia olliff reveals that former refugees are actively involved in helping people in situations of
forced displacement and that individuals with lived experience of forced displacement have valuable knowledge skills and networks
that can be drawn on in times of humanitarian crisis we live in a world where humanitarians have varying motivations capacities
and ways of helping those in need and helping familiar strangers confirms that rdos and similar groups are an important part of
the tapestry of care that people turn to when seeking protection far from home

Helping Familiar Strangers 2022-12-06

how are refugee crises solved this has become an urgent question as global displacement rates continue to climb and refugee
situations now persist for years if not decades the resolution of displacement and the conflicts that force refugees from their
homes is often explained as a top down process led and controlled by governments and international organizations this book takes a
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different approach through contributions from scholars working in politics anthropology law sociology and philosophy and a wide
range of case studies it explores the diverse ways in which refugees themselves interpret create and pursue solutions to their
plight it investigates the empirical and normative significance of refugees engagement as agents in these processes and their
implications for research policy and practice this book speaks both to academic debates and to the broader community of
peacebuilding humanitarian and human rights scholars concerned with the nature and dynamics of agency in contentious political
contexts and identifies insights that can inform policy and practice

Refugees' Roles in Resolving Displacement and Building Peace 2019-06-01

this contemporary research agenda examines the threats to stability and sustainability presented by economically motivated crime
and misconduct featuring contributions from distinguished experts in the field of criminal law and justice this book proposes
avenues for future research into the legal frameworks designed to prevent and manage economic crime and corruption

A Research Agenda for Economic Crime and Development 2023-08-14

to understand the ethics of immigration we need to start from the way it is enacted and understood by everyday actors through
practices of hospitality and hostility drawing on feminist and poststructuralist understandings of ethics and hospitality this
book offers a new approach to immigration ethics by exploring state and societal responses to immigration from the global north
and south rather than treating ethics as a determinable code for how we ought to behave toward strangers it explores hospitality
as a relational ethics an ethics without moralism that aims to understand and possibly transform the way people already do embrace
and deflect obligations and responsibilities to each other building from specific examples in colombia turkey and tanzania as well
as the eu us and uk hospitality is developed as a structural and emotional practice of drawing and redrawing boundaries of inside
and outside belonging and non belonging it thereby actively creates a society as a communal space with a particular ethos from a
welcoming home to a racialised hostile environment hospitality is therefore treated as a critical mode of reflecting on how we
create a we and relate to others through entangled histories of colonialism displacement friendship and exploitation only through
such a reflective understanding can we seek to transform immigration practices to better reflect the real and aspirational ethos
of a society instead of simple answers removing borders or creating global migration regimes the book argues for grounded
negotiations that build from existing local capacities to respond to immigration

A Relational Ethics of Immigration 2024-02-28

terrorism and asylum edited by james c simeon thoroughly analyses terrorism s use in forced displacement to limit access to asylum
and to exclude persons from refugee protection while offering practical alternative solutions for advancing human rights and
dignity for everyone

Terrorism and Asylum 2020-09-25

syrians crossing the mediterranean in ramshackle boats bound for europe sudanese refugees their belongings on their backs fleeing
overland into neighboring countries children separated from their parents at the us mexico border these are the images that the
global refugee crisis conjures to many in the news we often see photos of people in transit suffering untold deprivations in
desperate bids to escape their countries and find safety but behind these images there is a second crisis a crisis of arrival
refugees in the 21st century have only three real options urban slums squalid refugee camps or dangerous journeys to seek asylum
and none provide genuine refuge in no refuge political philosopher serena parekh calls this the second refugee crisis the crisis
of the millions of people who having fled their homes are stuck for decades in the dehumanizing and hopeless limbo of refugees
camps and informal urban spaces most of which are in the global south ninety nine percent of these refugees are never resettled in
other countries their suffering only begins when they leave their war torn homes as parekh urgently argues by drawing from
numerous first person accounts conditions in many refugee camps and urban slums are so bleak that to make people live in them for
prolonged periods of time is to deny them human dignity it s no wonder that refugees increasingly risk their lives to seek asylum
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directly in the west drawing from extensive first hand accounts of life as a refugee with nowhere to go parekh argues that we need
a moral response to these crises one that assumes the humanity of refugees in addition to the challenges that states have when
they accept refugees only once we grasp that the global refugee crisis has these two dimensions the asylum crisis for western
states and the crisis for refugees who cannot find refuge can we reckon with a response proportionate to the complexities we face
countries and citizens have a moral obligation to address the structures that unjustly prevent refugees from accessing the minimum
conditions of human dignity as parekh shows there are ways we as citizens can respond to the global refugee crisis and indeed we
are morally obligated to do so

No Refuge 2020-09-03

looking at refugee protection in latin america this landmark edited collection assesses what the region has achieved in recent
years it analyses latin america s main documents in refugee protection evaluates the particular aspects of different regimes and
reviews their emergence development and effect to develop understanding of refugee protection in the region drawing from
multidisciplinary texts from both leading academics and practitioners this comprehensive innovative and highly topical book adopts
an analytical framework to understand and improve latin america s protection of refugees

Latin America and Refugee Protection 2021-08-13

international social work issues strategies and programs second edition draws together the practice wisdom emerging within the
broad scope of international social work practice and its role in contributing to the international community s efforts in
combating the major global social problems of poverty conflict and postconflict reconstruction the development of countries and
disadvantaged populations migration and displacement and the needs of specific populations such as child soldiers and aids orphans
utilizing an integrated perspectives approach incorporating global human rights ecological and social development perspectives the
international social work 2e is designed to prepare social workers human services professionals development practitioners who
desire to play significant roles in responding to modern global challenges that are critical to the well being of people
communities nations and ultimately of us all

International Social Work 2012-12-04

this collection tackles the problems surrounding international migration raising the question of the reasons for and consequences
of being a migrant in the 21st century some of the issues it focuses on include migrant identities integration voting behavior
citizenship and child health encountered in europe and turkey the book also provides psychological economic and micro level
analysis together with social and judicial perspectives in a global world where in some places frontiers are constructed and in
others efforts are made to deconstruct them the book will appeal to sociologists historians political scientists and academics
working on regional migration studies it contributes to the endeavor to understand the global parameters on migration and
potential solutions for a boundless global community

International Migration in the 21st Century 2018-07-27

at a time when global debates about the movement of people have never been more heated this book provides readers with an
accessible student friendly guide to the subject of forced migration readers of this book will learn who forced migrants are where
they are and why international protection is critical in a world of increasingly restrictive legislation and policy the book
outlines key definitions ideas concepts points for discussion theories and case studies of the various forms of forced migration
in addition to this technical grounding the book also signposts further reading and provides handy key thinker boxes to summarise
the work of the field s most influential academics drawing on decades of experience both in the classroom and in the field this
book invites readers to question how labels and definitions are used in legal policy and practice responses and to engage in a
richer understanding of the lives and realities of forced migrants on the ground perfect for undergraduate and postgraduate
teaching in courses related to migration and diaspora studies introducing forced migration will also be valuable to policy makers
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practitioners journalists volunteers and aid workers working with refugees the internally displaced and those who have experienced
trafficking

Introducing Forced Migration 2021-03-30

resettled refugees in america face a land of daunting obstacles where small things one person one encounter can make all the
difference in getting ahead or falling behind fleeing war and violence many refugees dream that moving to the united states will
be like going to heaven instead they enter a deeply unequal american society often at the bottom through the lived experiences of
families resettled from the democratic republic of the congo blair sackett and annette lareau reveal how a daunting obstacle
course of agencies and services can drastically alter refugees experiences building a new life in america in these stories of
struggle and hope as one volunteer said you see the american story for some families minor mistakes create catastrophes food
stamps cut off educational opportunities missed benefits lost other families with the help of volunteers and social supports
escape these traps and take steps toward reaching their dreams engaging and eye opening we thought it would be heaven brings
readers into the daily lives of congolese refugees and offers guidance for how activists workers and policymakers can help refugee
families thrive

We Thought It Would Be Heaven 2023

what is education for an unknowable future in educating for durable solutions christine monaghan explores how refugees and
policymakers have answered this question over time by reconstructing the contemporary history of education in kenya s dadaab and
kakuma refugee camps through oral histories and archival research monaghan shows how since the founding of both camps in 1991
refugees and policymakers have conceptualized developed implemented and changed refugee education programs she also shows why and
how despite these changes real challenges persist in refugee education in dadaab kakuma and other camps throughout the world these
include high numbers of out of school children and youth high student to teacher ratios unpredictable funding and persistent
questions regarding what refugee education is for the author shifts focus from debates over the impacts of specific policies and
programs and explores instead how and why different policies and programs were implemented whether they led to meaningful changes
in the long standing challenges of refugee education she finds that when and where real changes occurred individuals or small
groups of refugees and policymakers acted with tremendous agency and as tireless advocates

Educating for Durable Solutions 2021-04-08

this guidance provides a clear and practical introduction to the challenges faced in working in situations of forced displacement
and provides guidance to donor staff seeking to mainstream responses to forced displacement into development planning and co
operation

OECD Development Policy Tools Addressing Forced Displacement through Development
Planning and Co-operation Guidance for Donor Policy Makers and Practitioners 2017-11-15

zusammenfassung this edited volume examines the adolescent period across multiple cultural settings and in a range of contemporary
contexts e g rural vs urban political unrest war rapid globalization it employs a multi disciplinary lens while addressing
traditional issues e g identity development and recently emergent ones e g social media it contains four main sections 1
adolescence and families in contexts with rapidly shifting societies norms 2 adolescence and families in the context of socio
political crisis and upheaval 3 adolescence and families in the context of individual stress and strain and 4 adolescent identity
development in the family and in transition to adulthood contributors to this volume are leading scholars from a range of
disciplines e g anthropology psychology family science and thus explore adolescence from multiple perspectives cross cutting
themes include how the broader socio ecological background and ecocultural niche shape various dimensions of adolescence how the
role of the family is redefined in these various contexts and circumstances and how adolescent resilience and family strengths are
formed across a broad range of settings throughout this volume highlights the continued centrality of family in the development
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and well being of adolescents across the globe this is an essential resource for practitioners and researchers who treat and study
adolescents

Global Perspectives on Adolescents and Their Families 2024

the story of three courageous syrian women entrepreneurs uplifting the za atari refugee camp and of the global refugee
entrepreneurship phenomenon they represent a significant portion of this book s proceeds is contributed to support refugee
entrepreneurs in za atari and around the world

25 Million Sparks 2022-05-26

challenging the misconceptions of the united nations promoting a greater understanding one blog at a time by michael c curtin m a
a compilation of michael c curtin s m a blog posts over a ten year period challenging the misconceptions of the united nations
seeks to alter the negative narrative surrounding the united nations not only does curtin address present day issues but he paints
a picture of the post world war ii time period when delegates at a san francisco conference came together to form what we now call
the united nations while looking into the past progress the un has made curtin examines the current stigma against it and how its
dismantlement as some in the current us political climate would like to see could dramatically affect the welfare of millions
worldwide curtin s message is powerful and addresses the importance of the world the un assists especially in light of the covid
19 pandemic and to many vulnerable populations across the globe while some would have us believe the un is an outdated institution
with a global pandemic climate change global economic inequalities taking place in our current era and refugees fleeing the
violence of war the united nations holds an even greater necessity now to the millions around the world who depend on their aid

Challenging the Misconceptions of the United Nations 2023-01-16

this volume elucidates and explores the interrelationships and direct causal connection between serious international crimes
serious breaches to fundamental human rights and gross affronts to human dignity that lead to mass forced migration forced
migration most often occurs in the context of protracted armed conflict of a noninternational nature where terrorism fierce
fighting deep animosity tit for tat retaliation and rapid dominance doctrine all lead to the commission of atrocity crimes
accordingly this volume makes a valuable contribution to the literature and to the cause of trying to resolve mass forced
displacement at its root cause to explore the course that it takes and how it might be prevented the collection comprises original
research by leading legal scholars and jurists focusing on the three central themes of serious international crimes human rights
and forced migration the work also includes a foreword from sir howard morrison qc former president of the appeals division of the
international criminal court the book will be a valuable resource for students academics researchers and policymakers working in
the areas of international law migration human rights and international criminal law

Serious International Crimes, Human Rights, and Forced Migration 2022-02-10

africa is commonly regarded as a continent on the move in scholarly observation and mass media reportage movement is seen
primarily in the direction of europe yet the public debate is characterized by two misconceptions the first is that high
population growth in africa would almost automatically trigger higher international migration to the neighbouring european
continent there is even talk of a rush to europe the second frequently encountered misconception is that migration and flight in
and from africa is primarily a result of poverty violent conflicts and environmental degradation both are misconceptions that
cannot be reconciled with the facts at hand

Mobility instead of exodus 2023-05-27

this volume explores the various challenges faced by migrant unaccompanied children using a clinical sociological approach and a
global perspective it applies a human rights and comparative framework to examine the reception of unaccompanied children in
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european north american south american asian and african countries some of the important issues the volume discusses are access of
displaced unaccompanied children to justice across borders and juridical contexts voluntary guardianship for unaccompanied
children the diverse but complementary needs of unaccompanied children in care which if left unaddressed can have serious
implications on their social integration in the host societies and the detention of migrant children as analyzed against the most
recent european and international human rights law standards this is a one of a kind volume bringing together perspectives from
child rights policy chairs across the world on a global issue the contributions reflect the authors diverse cultural contexts and
academic and professional backgrounds and hence this volume synthesizes theory with practice through rich firsthand experiences
along with theoretical discussions it is addressed not only to academics and professionals working on and with migrant children
but also to a wider discerning public interested in a better understanding of the rights of unaccompanied children

The Rights of Unaccompanied Minors 2021-07-22

considering both changes and continuities this book examines how why and along which lines egypt s external alignments under the
al sisi regime emerged and developed egypt s foreign relations have changed substantially since the current regime took power in
2013 to assess this the author develops and applies a unique analytical approach the model of two staged alignment formation in
the first stage domestic threats to the egyptian regime s survival determined specific needs the regime tried to meet by
approaching external partners in the second stage characteristics of the global and regional environments defined opportunities
and constraints and therefore the regime s options and logical choices in sum the interplay of developments on the domestic
regional and global levels resulted in a diversification of egypt s external alignments with china and russia joining the eu and
the us as egypt s main global partners and saudi arabia and the united arab emirates emerging as the regime s prime regional
partners explaining the emerging alignment patterns from 2013 until 2017 this book aids understanding of the complexity of
alignment formation and of egyptian external relations in that critical period of time this book will be of high interest to
researchers and students working on egyptian foreign relations on relations between states and on regional dynamics in the west
asia and north africa wana region it is also valuable for practitioners because it helps to understand an issue of high relevance
for foreign policy making

Egyptian Foreign Relations Under al-Sisi 2022-09-28

a thoughtful carefully argued and morally persuasive case for doing more financial times part call to arms part collection of
stories including his own it is a powerful invitation to care about refugees to see them as humans just like you or me who
desperately need our help red we are in the midst of a global refugee crisis sixty five million people are fleeing for their lives
the choices are urgent not just for them but for all of us what can we possibly do to help with compassion and clarity david
miliband shows why we should care and how we can make a difference he takes us from war zones in the middle east to the heart of
europe to explain the crisis and show what can be done not just by governments with the power to change policy but by citizens
with the urge to change lives his innovative and practical call to action shows that the crisis need not overwhelm us miliband
says this is a fight to uphold the best of human nature in the face of rhetoric and policy that humour the worst he defends the
international order built by western leaders out of the ashes of the second world war but says now is the time for reform
describing his family story as the son of refugees and drawing revealing lessons from his life in politics david miliband shows
that if we fail refugees then we betray our own history values and interests the message is simple rescue refugees and we rescue
ourselves
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